BUILDING STRONG TEXT
SETS
LOUISIANA TEACHER LEADERS

MEETING GOALS

•Today, we will learn how to
construct complex texts sets
which act as a vehicle for
accomplishing the CCSS.
•Inherent in this discussion will
be a focus on finding related
texts that enrich, engage, and
empower student learning.

AGENDA:

1. Text sets: definition and purpose,
strong vs. weak
2. Sample text sets: enduring
understandings, sample research,
and related CCSS.
3. Build a text set: use the resource
list and work cooperatively on
building a strong text set.

3 SHIFTS:
• Building knowledge through content-rich nonfiction

• Reading, writing and speaking grounded in evidence
from text, both literary and informational
*Reduce Scaffolding
• Regular practice with complex text and its academic
language
*Appendix B; LDE Yearlong Scope and Sequence

INTRODUCTION: WHY TEXT SETS?
• The Common Core State Standards for English
Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social Studies,
Science, and Technical Subjects (CCSS for
ELA/Literacy) focus on building student ability to
read and understand grade-level complex texts
and express that understanding clearly through
writing and speaking.
• Teachers must ensure students are independently
and proficiently meeting the expectations of the
CCSS for ELA/Literacy in the context of reading
complex texts, and organizing a curriculum around
a series of text sets can provide a rich context.
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WHAT IS A TEXT SET?
• A text set is a collection of texts (e.g., novels,
passages, articles, film, art, websites, etc.) organized
around an anchor text.
• Each set has a purpose based on the way the texts
are related.
• When texts are organized to “talk to one another,”
students are able to build knowledge about the
way complex texts represent certain topics,
comment on life, and provide insight into different
cultures, perspectives, or time periods.

SAMPLE: STRONG VS. WEAK

SAMPLE: ENGLISH II

CREATING A TEXT SET:
Step One: Determine the knowledge and understanding to be gained
through text and select anchor texts
Consider the knowledge and skills students should have at the end of
the grade or course. Use the answers to the following questions and the
above text selection criteria to guide the selection of anchor texts.
• What skills do literate college and career ready students possess?
• What are the end-of-year student performance expectations?
• What aspects of complex texts (e.g., “Texts provide insight into
different cultures” or “Authors use words to manipulate the reader”)
should students understand at the end of the year?
• How might a student’s experience during the school day be more
integrated across the disciplines? What knowledge in history, science,
and the arts can be gained, reinforced, extended, challenged, or
fictionalized through texts? What knowledge in history, science, or the
arts can help students build knowledge that would be useful for
understanding texts in English language arts?

CREATING A TEXT SET:
Step Two: Determine a purpose for the set, select related texts, and organize
the sets
A text set can serve multiple purposes based on the way the texts connect:
topically (including content from other disciplines), conceptually or
thematically, by style (author, genre, or treatment), or by providing needed
background information for the anchor text or offering a different
perspective from the anchor text.
Most sets should incorporate a variety and balance of text formats, lengths,
and types.
Consider the following questions for this step:
• Do the texts in the set relate in a clear and purposeful way?
• Do the sets build knowledge within and across grades?
• Do the sets support text complexity requirements of the CCSS and
increase over time?
• Have considerations been made for variety and balance of text formats,
lengths, and types?

CREATING A TEXT SET:
Step Three: Identify the appropriate standards for each strand and
possible student inquiry tasks
The PARCC Model Content Frameworks chart illustrates how reading,
writing, and research are integrated around complex texts. There is no
checklist of standards to be taught—teachers will likely teach every
grade-specific standard multiple times throughout the year in the
context of different text sets. What changes from text set to text set is
the focus and emphasis on the types of texts read and written about;
what remains constant is the cultivation of students’ literacy skills in
preparation for college and career readiness.
Consider the following questions for this step:
• What features of the texts in the set allow for quality instruction across
the strands of the CCSS?
• What standards are met through the text set?
• What areas for student investigation will deepen students’
understanding of the texts and concepts of the set?

CREATING A TEXT SET:
Step Four: Refine the text set
Evaluate your sets for the following criteria and make
necessary revisions so they are strong and provide
opportunities for students to meet the expectations of
the CCSS for ELA/Literacy:

RESOURCES

STILL NEED HELP?
TRY TEXTBOOK EDITIONS OF NOVELS THAT HAVE “RELATED
READINGS” OR “LITERATURE CONNECTIONS” FOR IDEAS!!

CHOOSING ANCHOR TEXTS/
RELATED TEXTS:
• Text complexity (within bandwidth…lower end for
lower grade, higher end for higher grade) Nonnegotiable: Appendix A; LDE Year-Long Plans
• Text complexity should increase throughout the year.
(Staircase)
• When choosing informational text, consider other
subjects of students.
• Even if “old texts” fit in the grade band, remember
CCSS will mean a shift in focus… DECREASE
SCAFFOLDING!
• Know your standards before choose related texts:
• RL 7 Example

BUILD A TEXT SET
• Choose a table partner to work with in building a
strong text set.
• Choose a grade level and the placement of the
text in the year (beginning/middle/end).
• Choose an anchor text from Appendix B or one that
immediately fits the text complexity for your chosen
grade level.
• Use the steps (1-4) and the resources given to build
a strong text set with related texts, unit focus,
sample research ideas, and possible CCSS focuses.

WHOLE GROUP DISCUSSION

• What were some challenges in the
process?
• What were some successes in the
process?
• Parking Lot questions/take-aways.

